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Chapter 5

Carbon dots - notable material for

optoelectronics

Although several methods of the preparation of carbon nanodots emitting throughout

the VIS have been recently reported, in most of the processes the product su�ers from

inhomogeneity in size and shape, limiting their impact. Here, we report the synthesis

of undoped and nitrogen-doped luminescent carbon nanodots by rapid pyrolysis using

ordered mesoporous silica nanorods as con�ning templates. A rapid thermal decom-

position (pyrolysis) within the con�ned dimensions of their pores leads to a highly

uniform size distribution of carbon nanodots with average sizes below 4 nm. These

carbon nanodots are synthesized in an extremely short time period (5 minutes of

reaction) by immersion in a �uidized-bed reactor that provides heating homogeneity

and ensures fast heat transfer. The emission of both undoped and N-doped carbon

nanodots in colloidal and solid state (with an e�ciency of 1 to 5 %) originates from

a combination of quantum con�nement e�ects and the presence of oxidized surface

states; N-doping introduces resonant absorption states which participate in emis-

sion. Furthermore, we present a simple model to describe the excitation-dependent/-

independent emission mechanism of carbon nanodots.

5.1 Introduction

Carbon nanomaterials (graphene, fullerenes, nanotubes, and carbon nanodots (CNDs)

in particular) have been widely studied during the past years due to their optoelec-

tronic properties and their potential applications [46]. The most exciting property

of CNDs is their PL, which can be tuned by varying the excitation wavelength

[124, 125]. Furthermore, they show low toxicity and can be synthesized from an un-

limited number of carbon sources, with feasible large scale production and excellent

chemical- and photostability [126, 127, 128]. CNDs have been successfully used for

di�erent purposes, such as sensing, bio-imaging, drug delivery, photocatalysis, and

PV [129, 56, 130, 131]. The PL mechanism of CNDs and its excitation dependence

has been studied in-depth and has been related to numerous e�ects, such as QCE,

surface traps and solvent polarity (or giant red-edge e�ect). However, a clear and

uni�ed theory is still missing [132]. One of the issues is the variability of CNDs as
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their composition, structure and properties depend on the raw materials used as car-

bon sources and the production method (temperature, pressure, solvent) employed.

Numerous synthetic routes have been reported for the production of CNDs, such

as laser ablation [51], electrochemical oxidation [133], microwave assisted reaction

[54] and hydrothermal synthesis [134]. Nonetheless, the control of the process to

yield a product homogeneous in size and shape is still challenging. Also, clean and

e�cient methods to reduce processing times are needed. A possible approach to

obtain a uniform material is to use an external template able to restrict the size and

shape of the generated nanostructures. In this regard, micelles [135], mesoporous

silica [136] and zeolites [137] have already been used as con�ning nanoreactors in

the production of CNDs. On the other hand, the production of CNDs by pyrolysis

(thermal decomposition at high temperatures in the absence of oxygen) is revealed

as a simple and e�cient method [138]. Therefore, an ideal methodology to synthe-

size CNDs would be to place a carbon precursor within the pores of an inorganic

structure able to withstand the conditions required for pyrolysis. Baldovi et al. [137]

proposed this idea using zeolites. However, this required long reaction times of up

to 24 hours and restricted pore sizes to the sub-nanometric range. Here we report

the synthesis of undoped and N-doped CNDs obtained by a rapid pyrolysis method

using ordered mesoporous silica nanorods as hosting nanotemplates. These silica-

based nanostructures have been successfully used to: (i) load two di�erent organic

precursors such as citric acid (CA) or ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA),

(ii) induce their thermal decomposition (pyrolysis) within the con�ned dimensions

of their porous walls, and (iii) render a highly uniform size distribution of CNDs.

This work attempts to shed light on the PL behavior of CNDs. In many of the com-

mon CNDs synthesis methods, a variety of shapes and compositions are possible,

due to: (i) the gradients of temperature and concentration that inevitably appear

in the batch processes leading to di�erent growth rates for di�erent regions of the

reactor and (ii) the possibility of agglomeration of growing nanoparticles during the

long synthesis processes. By con�ning the precursors into a porous structure we

expect to alleviate both problems. Also, by accelerating the synthesis process, the

opportunity for agglomeration would be minimized. In addition, the rapid pyrolysis

method used allows the syntheses to be completed in a short period of time (5 min-

utes of reaction) by immersion in a �uidized-bed reactor that provides a fast heating

and a high homogeneity in the heating environment [139, 140]. The structure of the

silica hosting matrix allowed the synthesis of undoped and N-doped CNDs simply

by changing the nature of the precursor hosted in the pores. On the other hand, the

high aspect ratio of the nanorods provides a longer di�usion path favoring a high

degree of pyrolysis within the pores. The in�uence of the incorporation of dopants,

such as nitrogen, which is known to alter the optoelectronic characteristics of CNDs

[141, 142], has been evaluated by a thorough analysis of the chemical and optical
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properties of both products, undoped and N-doped CNDs.

5.2 Experimentals

5.2.1 Samples

The samples were produced by the following steps:

• Chemicals: Tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, 98 %), hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37
%), ammonium �uoride (NH4F, 98 %), heptane (99 %), poly(ethylene glycol)-

block-poly(propylene glycol)-block-poly(ethylene glycol) average Mn ≈5800
(Pluronic P-123), citric acid (CA, 99.5 %) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

(EDTA, 99.995 %) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. All chemicals were of

analytical purity grade.

• Synthesis of ordered mesoporous silica nanorods: Ordered mesoporous

silica nanorods were prepared by a slightly modi�ed hydrothermal synthesis

according to a previously reported procedure [143]. In a typical synthesis, 1.2

g of P-123 and 0.014 g of NH4F were �rst dissolved at 20 ◦C in 40 mL of

HCl (1.75 M) solution under stirring. Upon complete dissolution, 2.75 mL of

TEOS and 8.5 mL of heptane were added drop wise and left under stirring

for 8 min. The aged precursor mixture was hydrothermally heated at 100 ◦C

for 24 hours in a Te�on-lined autoclave. The solid product was then �ltered,

washed three times with distilled water, and dried at 60 ◦C overnight. The

removal of the organic template was carried out by calcination with a heating

ramp of 1 ◦C min−1 up to 550 ◦C and a dwell time of 6 h in �owing air.

• Synthesis of undoped and N-doped carbon nanodots: In a typical

experiment, 200 mg of the calcined silica nanorods and 100 mg of the selected

organic precursor (citric acid or EDTA) were mixed and sonicated in 0.5 mL of

a solution containing NaCl, LiCl and KNO3 (mass ratio 20:5:5). The mixture

was dried in an oven at 60 ◦C for 10 min and a fraction of the resulting

powder (20 mg) was placed in a quartz capillary (Øin = 8 mm) designed

with inlet-outlet out�ts (Øin = 6 mm) for inert gas feeding (nitrogen �ow

rate 3 Lh−1). The capillary tube was introduced inside a sand �uidized bed

(8 cm bed height) used to induce the formation of a bubbling �uidized bed

via air bubbling (�ow feeding rate 15 Lh−1) (see �gure 5.1a).This �uidized

bed con�guration promotes rapid and homogeneous heating during the rapid

pyrolysis process carried out by immersion of the tubular reactor containing

the mesoporous solids inside the bubbling �uidized bed set at 500 ◦C under

the inert atmosphere provided by nitrogen. The �uidized bed was kept at 500
◦C for 5 min and allowed to cool down to room temperature. After the �ash
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pyrolysis process, a brownish-pale yellow solid was obtained. This powdered

solid was extensively rinsed and ultra-sonicated in water for 15 minutes to

facilitate the release of the carbon nanostructures generated within the silica

nanoreactor. The supernatant containing the CNDs was passed through a 10

nm cut-o� �lter. The �nal yellow solution containing the CNDs was stored

without any further treatment prior to use.

Figure 5.1: a): Scheme describing the di�erent steps carried out to synthesize the

mesoporous silica nanorod templates, the nanochannels loading with either citric

acid or EDTA and the rapid pyrolysis treatment carried out in the �uidized bed re-

actor at 500 ◦C to render con�ned undoped and N-doped CNDs, respectively; (b-c):

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images showing the loading and con�n-

ing of CNDs within the mesochannels of SBA-15 nanorods after the �ash pyrolysis

treatment in the �uidized-bed reactor; (d-e): The freestanding CNDs retrieved after

ultra-sonication of the collected powders.
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5.2.2 Characterization techniques

The morphologies and particle size distributions were determined by TEM (FEI

Tecnai T20 operated at 200 kV). To prepare the samples, the nanoparticle suspen-

sions were diluted with water prior drop-casting on a holey copper grid. The average

size distribution of CNDs was statistically estimated over 200 particle counts. The

surface chemistry analysis of the nanoparticles was carried out by Fourier transform

infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy using a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer using

the horizontal attenuated total re�ectance (ATR) mode and by X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) with an Axis Ultra DLD (Kratos Tech.). A monochromatic

Al Kα source (1486.6 eV) was employed with multiple runs at 12 kV, 10 mA and

a pass energy of 20 eV was used. The binding energies (BEs) were calibrated to

the internal C1s (284.3 eV) standard. Curve-�ttings were performed with CasaXPS

software, using a weighted sum of Lorentzian and Gaussian components after Shirley

background subtraction. Raman spectra were acquired with a Laser Raman WiTec

Alpha 300 spectrometer using the green exciting radiation (532 nm) from an Ar+

ion laser. All measurements were performed at room temperature.

The PLE spectra of concentrated undoped and N-doped CNDs samples were mea-

sured using a Horiba Fluorolog-21 spectro�uorometer with a xenon lamp as an ex-

citation source. Absorption measurements of these samples were conducted with a

Perkin Elmer UV-VIS Lambda 950 spectrometer. To prevent absorption saturation

in the high absorption regime, we diluted the above undoped and N-doped colloidal

samples 15 and 10 times, respectively.

The absolute PL QY measurements were performed in a Newport integrating sphere

in order to avoid problems of directionality of re�ectance and scattering and emis-

sion from these samples; a xenon lamp coupled to a Solar MSA130 monochromator

was used to reach a stable and low excitation intensity regime. We used the 7.5

cm and 10 cm integrating spheres to measure PL QY of solid state and colloidal

samples, respectively.

The nanosecond PL dynamics was measured by using the frequency-doubled output

of a tunable Ti:sapphire laser system (Chameleon Ultra, Coherent) providing 140 fs

pulses at λexc = 360 nm with the repetition frequency of 8 MHz, and the PL emis-

sion was detected using a Newport CS260-02 monochromator coupled to a MCP

Hamamatsu detector Hamamatsu (R3809U-51). The PL dynamics was investigated

at 430, 445 and 460 nm. For each of them, 2 di�erent excitation powers were em-

ployed to validate the linear excitation regime in terms of the relevant parallel PL

dynamic traces (in logarithmic scale), as can be seen in the left panel of �gure 5.2.

To calculate the lifetime from the dynamics traces, we divide the time window into

2 parts:
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• For relatively long delay times (multiple nanoseconds), the decay dynamics

trace follows a single exponential decay:

Ipart1PL = I0e
(− t

τsingle
)

+ IBGN , (5.1)

with I0 the initial amplitude, t the delay time, IBGN the background signal,

and τsingle the single exponential lifetime.

• For short time delays, directly after the pulse, the PL decay is �tted in terms of

the sum of a stretch exponential and the before mentioned single exponential

function:

Ipart2PL = I0e
(− t

τsingle
)

+ I1e
(− t

τstretch
)β

+ IBGN , (5.2)

where I1 is the amplitude of the stretch exponential, β the stretching exponent and

τstretch the lifetime of the stretched exponential function.

Figure 5.2: a): The power dependence of PL dynamics detected at 445 nm upon an

excitation at 360 nm, the parallel traces corresponding to high and low excitation

powers (0.11 and 0.087 mW) validate the linear excitation regime for the undoped

CND sample. b): the �tting components, namely single (black) and stretch compo-

nents (magenta) with lifetime around 6 - 8 and 0.5 - 1 ns, respectively contribute

to the total �tting curve (blue curve) which reproduces suitable for the experimental

data (red curve). The broken line shows the border between part 1 and part 2.
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5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Rapid pyrolysis of organic precursors hosted within rod-shaped

mesoporous silica templates and morpho-chemical character-

ization of undoped and N-doped CNDs

Figure 5.1a shows a scheme of the di�erent synthesis steps carried out to obtain the

CNDs. SBA-15 rod-shaped silica mesostructures with straight parallel porous chan-

nels were synthesized in �rst place following a hydrothermal approach previously

reported by Oden et al., where reaction times were shortened to ensure the forma-

tion of rods in the nanoscale [143] (see �gure 5.3 for scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) and TEM images of the SBA-15 nanorods). TEM analysis of the resulting

Figure 5.3: a): SEM and b): TEM images of SBA-15 nanorods after calcination

without carbon precursor; c) and d): TEM images of SBA-15 nanorods after �ash

pyrolysis with the CNDs inside the pores using citric acid and EDTA as carbon

precursors, respectively.

freestanding CNDs after separation from the silica nanoreactor further corroborated
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the formation of highly uniform carbon dots with average sizes of 3.4 ± 0.4 nm and

2.3 ± 0.3 nm for the samples retrieved from CA and EDTA initial carbon precursors,

respectively (see �gures 5.1d-e and �gure 5.4). The sample derived from CA will

be hereafter labeled as undoped CNDs and the dots obtained from EDTA will be

referred as N-doped CNDs.

Figure 5.4: Additional TEM images of CNDs synthesized using EDTA as carbon

source.

The surface chemical composition of the CNDs was analyzed by XPS, resulting in

73.6 % C and 26.4 % O for the undoped CNDs and 71.5 % C, 27.6 % O and 0.9

% N for the N-doped counterparts. Figure 5.5 compares the high resolution C1s,

O1s and N1s X-ray photoemission spectra corresponding to the undoped and the

N-doped CNDs, respectively. Using curve-�tting analysis, the C1s contribution of

the undoped CNDs can be assigned mainly to C-C bonds at 284.3 eV (37 % in-

tensity contribution) and to C-O (hydroxyl, ether-like) groups at 285.5 eV (28 %

contribution). An additional and minor contribution of more oxidized species (i.e.
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Figure 5.5: Fitted X-ray photoelectron spectra of the C1s, O1s and N1s regions

corresponding to the N-doped (lower row graphs) and undoped CNDs (upper row

graphs). The result shows the atomic percentage of elements in each sample: O:C

= 26.4:73.6 for the pure sample, and O:C:N = 27.6:71.5:0.9 for the N-doped one

carbonyl and carboxylic) at 287 and 288.9 eV further con�rms the high presence

of surface oxidized moieties dominating the �rst layers of the undoped CNDs. On

the contrary, the N-CND sample shows a much lower contribution of highly oxidized

species and its second major contribution is broader and shifted to higher BEs. This

can be attributed to the presence of C-O-C, C-OH and/or C-N species [144]. The

O1s spectra show two main contributions of C/O species. The �rst one located at

∼ 532.8 eV is usually associated to oxygen atoms bonded to C through sp2 orbitals

(i.e. aromatic species, carboxylic species) while the second is centered at ∼ 531.5

eV and it is tentatively assigned to oxygen bonded to carbon through aliphatic sp3

orbitals [145, 146]. The relative contribution of each peak further corroborates the

major presence of sp3 bond-type in the N-doped sample (see �gure 5.5). Finally, the

evaluation of the N1s region con�rms the presence of N within the carbon nanos-

tructure prepared from the EDTA source and the negligible presence of any type

of species in the undoped CNDs generated from CA. The peak at 399.3 eV can be

attributed to C-N terminal groups [147, 148].

Raman spectroscopy can be also used as a tool for the surface characterization of
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partially ordered carbon materials with an estimated analysis depth of 100 nm.

The �rst-order Raman spectra corresponding to both carbon dots samples reveal

a similar pattern with two relatively broad bands centered at ∼ 1350 cm−1 and ∼
1580 cm−1 with certain overlapping between them that are typically denoted as D

band (typical of structural disorder and defects and sp3 coordination) and G band

(typical of graphitic order and sp2 bonding), respectively (see �gure 5.6). The N-

doped CNDs exhibit a slightly higher contribution from the disordered fraction, in

agreement with the XPS results (see �gure 5.5).

It is noteworthy that both samples seem to show a third contribution located at

Figure 5.6: Raman spectra of undoped (a) and N-doped (b) CNDs. In both samples

there are two peaks at around 1345 and 1570 cm−1 corresponding to D and G band,

respectively. They represent diamond (D) and graphite (G) structures

∼ 1505 cm−1 which has been previously, denoted as D band and associated with

amorphous sp2-bonded forms of carbon interstitial defects, thereby pointing out to

the existence of outer defective layers in the CNDs [146]. The FTIR spectrum (�g-

ure 5.7) shows peaks around 3334 cm−1 corresponding to the stretching mode of the

OH group. In undoped CNDs, the stretching vibrations of C=O and C-O at about

1634 and 1219 cm−1, respectively, and the absorbance peak at 1053 cm−1 can be

assigned to the epoxide group (C-O), thereby con�rming the existence of oxidized

species pointed out by XPS analysis. On the other hand, the N-doped CNDs exhibit

peaks at 1627, 1387 and 1079 cm−1 belong to the stretching vibration, indicating

that the existence of C=O, C-O-O- and C-O-C group, indicative to the presence

of carboxylic group, and the stretch peak of C-C appears at 1347 cm−1. The C-N

stretching mode was also observed at 1347 cm−1 and the deformation vibration of

-NH assigned at 1493 cm−1, con�rms the presence of N-doped species potentially

attributable to amide, secondary amine or carbamate groups [144, 147, 148].
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Figure 5.7: FTIR analysis of undoped (black) and N-doped (red) CNDs.

5.3.2 Optical characterization of colloidal undoped and N-doped

CNDs

In �gure 5.8 we present the optical characterization of the water-dispersed CNDs.

Both undoped (�gure 5.8a) and N-doped (�gure 5.8b) CNDs show a strong optical

absorption for UV excitations (< 320 nm) with an absorption tail extending to the

VIS regime (absorption spectra depicted by the black dashed lines), as often observed

for CNDs. Typically, π-π∗ (C=C), n-π∗ (C=O) and σ-π∗ transitions can be found

around excitation wavelengths of 230 - 250, 300, and 330 nm, respectively [149, 150].

While we could not separate the contributions of these transitions, a distinct band

appears at around 320 nm for the N-doped CNDs, which is attributed to the n-

π∗a transition induced by the amino groups at the surface [47]. The absorption

enrichment due to the extra n-π∗ transition is functional for photonic properties, as

it leads to emission enhancement (�gure 5.9).

Both colloidal systems show identical blue emission with the PL maximum around

420 nm. The origin of the emission of CNDs remains under debate, and could be the

(combined) result of the following mechanisms: (i) the carbon core-related emission

resulting from the π-π∗ transition of sp2 clusters assisted by the QCE [46, 47], (ii)
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Figure 5.8: a, c): Optical characterization of undoped, b, d): N-doped CNDs dis-

persed in water. a, b): Absorption spectra (black dashed lines) combined with the

PL spectra for a range of excitation wavelengths (289 - 379 nm) with steps of 15

nm, the sharp peaks correspond to the excitation wavelength. c, d): Contour plot

of several PLE spectra with the corresponding peak position of PL (dark blue dashed

lines).

the functional groups, surface states which behave as energy traps [151]. On one

hand, we note that oxygen functional groups are generally considered to facilitate

greenshift emissions [152]. On the other hand, in �rst instance, the QCE model

seems to be tackled by the size-independent emission, as the undoped and N-doped

CNDs have di�erent average sizes. This can however be explained by the formation

of several isolated sp2 clusters within the carbon matrix which are responsible for

the emission, with their size being independent of the total CND size. This is

expected from the existence of both sp2 and sp3 bonded carbon (as observed by

Raman spectroscopy, see �gure 5.6) and it is in line with other studies [150, 153].

Furthermore, the PL tunability with excitation wavelength (visualized by the blue

dashed lines in �gures 5.8c and d) is generally found in carbon nanostructures [154,
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Figure 5.9: N-doped absorption feature. The blue line represents the absorption

spectrum as shown in panel b of �gure 5.8. The red transparent closed circles depict

the emission intensity scaled by the number of incident photons for the measurement

inside the sphere

155]. It is attributed to multiple e�ects, such as the QCE [156] or reorganization of

the polarization of solvent [154, 155, 157, 158], and is therefore still under debate

[132]. According with our results, we tend to explain our excitation-dependence

behavior from a simple downshift perspective; for broad emission spectra (whether

originated from the QCE of size-dispersed sp2 islands or due to surface traps),

color tunability is inevitably achieved by down-conversion of excitations within the

excitation spectrum. To our knowledge, all observations of excitation-dependent PL

on CNDs are achieved by exciting the sample within the PL spectrum. This model,

which we actually perceive as a PL shifting artifact, would explain most - if not

all - reports on color tunability upon excitation [159, 160, 161]. This hypothesis

is further strengthened by the fact that excitation-independent behavior is solely

observed for excitations outside of the PL spectrum [149, 159].

5.3.3 Comparative optical behavior of colloidal and solid state

CNDs

To exclude any potential interference of the solvent polarity with the data presented

in �gure 5.8, we will further work with solid state samples. Upon drop casting the
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samples, the optical density decreases signi�cantly but the feature of the n-π∗a tran-

sition for the N-doped CNDs remains present (black dashed lines in �gures 5.10a

and b).

Figure 5.10: Optical characterization of undoped (a, c) and N-doped (b, d) CNDs

solid state samples. a, b): Absorption spectra (black dashed lines) combined with the

PL spectra for a range of excitation wavelengths (280 - 380 nm, the excitation peaks

which fall within the spectrum are shown) with steps of 15 nm. c, d): Excitation

dependence of the emission peak of the solid state and the colloidal CNDs.

The PL spectra of both samples, undoped and N-doped CNDs, now show a small

redshift (�gures 5.10c and d). The emission at these longer wavelengths is typi-

cally related to the hybridized oxygen functional groups with the carbon core [162].

Hence, one possibility is that the oxidized surface states start dominating the emis-

sion process upon drop casting, as suggested before [160]. Another scenario that

would redshift the emission of the solid state sample is a change in the photonic

mode density. Thirdly, energy transfer, either by re-absorption or by Forster reso-

nant energy transfer (as often observed for semiconductor nanoparticles) could be

another reason [23, 163]. Since the drop casted CNDs are closely packed, both en-

ergy transfer processes would be seriously enhanced. Note that for systems that

emit with e�ciencies less than 100 %, an enhancement of the energy transfer pro-
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cesses would result in a decrease of the PL QY. The so-called giant red-edge e�ect

is used to explain the violation of Kasha - Vavilov rule [164] which states that the

�uorescence is independent of the excitation energy, by the reorganization of the

solvent polarity perpendicular to the dipole moment of the excited CNDs. We can

test this model with our samples, since the solid state and colloidal forms of the

CNDs have similar emission spectra (only a small redshift appears which might be

the result, as we mentioned earlier, of energy transfer or changes in the functional

groups emission). According to the giant red-edge e�ect, the excitation-dependent

behavior should be completely di�erent (possibly even absent) for the solid state

sample due to the absence of the polar solvent. However, both samples exhibit simi-

lar excitation-dependent PL spectra. This veri�es that the excitation-dependent PL

shift is not the result of the polarity of the solvent, but seems to result from down-

shift of excitations within the spectrum itself. The time-resolved PL measurements

of CNDs (λexc = 360 nm, λdet = 430 nm) are shown in �gure 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Fitting results for time-resolved PL measurements for undoped (black)

and N-doped (red) CNDs. a): Average lifetimes of the single and b): stretched com-

ponents for water-dispersed CNDs as a function of detection wavelength. c): Average

lifetimes of the single and d): stretched components for the solid state samples as a

function of detection wavelength. The depicted error describes the standard deviation

of sequential measurements with di�erent excitation powers in linear regime.
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Typically single, double and triple exponential decay �tting curves are used to de-

scribe the behavior of CND PL decay [151, 162]. We clearly observe that the gen-

erated carriers decay through two mechanisms (see details in �gures 5.6 and 5.7).

For short time-scales (up to several ns), the decay has a stretched exponential be-

havior with the stretching coe�cient β of around 0.7. The average lifetime of the

stretched component (derived by making use of Guillois et al. [165]) varies from 0.55

to 0.95 ns depending on the sample state and the detection wavelength. At longer

time-scales, the decay is single-exponential in nature, with a lifetime of around 5

ns for both solid state samples while it is a bit longer for colloidal samples, and it

also increases as consequence of N-doping. The clear distinction of the two decay

mechanisms implies that the generated carriers are separated into two di�erent sys-

tems. The data can therefore not be explained by two decay paths that work on

the same semi-stable state. Hence, a simple model of a competition of radiative

and non-radiative recombination is not applicable. To our knowledge, the behavior

for longer time-scales (being a single-exponential and the relation to the N-doping)

suggests that it originates from a molecular transition. Actually, single-exponential

decay behaviors have been assigned to emission of C=O groups in COOH on N-

doped CND surfaces, with lifetimes in the order of 15 ns, quite similar to our results

[151].

Figure 5.12: a): PL QY of the undoped and b): N-doped CNDs, as a function of

the excitation wavelength. The PL QY values of the colloidal CNDs are denoted in

dark blue, whereas the red circles refer to the solid state CNDs.

In �gure 5.12, we present the PL QY values as a function of the excitation wave-

length, for the undoped and N-doped CNDs in colloidal and solid state. All samples

show PL QY values in the range of 1 to 5 %. Two main observations can be made:

�rstly, the N-doped CNDs (colloidal and solid state) have slightly higher emission

e�ciencies than their undoped counterparts; secondly, the emission e�ciencies in-
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crease upon drop casting. This latter observation rules out the energy transfer

processes as mechanisms responsible for the spectral shifts observed in �gures 5.10c

and d since they would inevitably decrease the PL QY. We could explain this slight

PL QY increase upon drop casting in line with Hao et al. [160], who stated that a

transition of the PL mechanism arises due to more emission-e�cient oxidized sur-

face states. This also agrees with the slight redshift observed in �gures 5.10c and d.

Regarding the �rst observation, it is well known that core emission can be improved

by incorporation of nitrogen [141, 142]. Hence, the observed slight increase of the

PL QY values of the N-doped CNDs suggests that the emission still partly originates

from the carbon core π-π∗ transition of the sp2 clusters (facilitated by the QCE).

5.4 Conclusions

The combination of a �uidized bed-assisted rapid pyrolysis with the con�nement of

precursors within an ordered nanoporous structure has been successfully validated

as an e�cient route to obtain highly uniform, blue emissive undoped and N-doped

CNDs with average sizes below 4 nm. This provided a uniform distribution of

nanoparticles that allowed us to perform an in-depth study of their PL properties.

The �uidized-bed assisted rapid pyrolysis represents a very convenient and appeal-

ing preparation method given the short reaction times required (below 6 minutes)

and the highly reproducible reaction conditions provided by the �uidizing environ-

ment. Furthermore, a thorough optical characterization of the generated CNDs,

both in colloidal and solid state, has demonstrated that their emission (with an

e�ciency of 1 to 5 %) originates from a combination of the QCE and the oxidized

surface states. In addition, N-doping introduces resonant absorption states which

participate in emission. By studying the behavior of di�erent CNDs sample forms,

colloidal and solid state, we have been able to explain the excitation-dependent/-

independent mechanism with a simple model based on down-converting excitations

in a broad emission spectrum, which possibly also valid for other CNDs reported in

the literature.




